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heavyocity is renowned as one of the leading producers of software instruments aimed at composers of film
and television. its past instruments, like aeon, damage and evolve, have become the sound underpinning
countless modern scores. so its no surprise that it has now released gravity, which it is calling the most

dynamic collection of modern scoring tools ever assembled. not only does forzo feature the more traditional
articulations, but this isnt your fathers orchestra..forzo is unique in that it features a modern articulation
system that combines the best of both worlds. the articulations are based on the standard articulations
found in most orchestral literature, but the implementation is different in that the articulations are more

forward and inventive. this results in new and unique articulations that would be simply impossible in
traditional orchestral literature. forzo also features weighted articulations that make the instrument feel
more alive than any orchestral brass instrument ever has. all of this is embedded in three unique and

powerful sound engines: traditional brass hybrid brass full ensemble if youre looking for an instrument with
tons of raw power, but no compromise on articulations and flexibility, then look no further. forzo features

rich and complex articulations like: open to closed, transposing, short, long, trill, and sforzando, to name a
few. this is an extremely robust instrument that is bursting with theatrical realism and expressive power,

perfect for your next film score or trailer. whether you are a composer, audio engineer, or music producer,
use this incredible brass instrument today to take your next project to the next level!

FORZO Modern Brass V1.1 KONTAKT

the sound of the forzo orchestra is as dynamic and organic as you can get, and at the same time, it has the
sonic clarity of a modern orchestral brass library. youll be blown away by the realism and detail of this
instrument, and youll be happy you purchased it. this is a library you will want to place in your players
arsenal. the only thing youll be missing is the epic concert you can experience live. the recorded live

sounds of this instrument were recorded at skywalker sound, where there have been some of the most
iconic scores in the history of film scoring. the sound and articulation of the orchestra is a unique hybrid
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that takes live orchestral brass to a new level. cinematic brass is about tone, articulation, and density, and
this instrument delivers all three in a live and organic fashion. if you are not willing to risk the unusual, you

will have to settle for the ordinary. -jim rohn the content within gravity couldnt be a more diverse mix of
brass instruments - from huge orchestral instruments to small marching snare drums - and the quality is

consistently high throughout. the library is impressive, with everything from snare drum rolls and pizzicato
to great articulations for string and brass instruments. instruments are selected by velocity and dynamics,
and the high level of detail on display makes for a massive soundset. some of the articulations are quite

odd - like the high note of the trumpet being played like a bass trombone - but its never a problem to figure
out. in fact, the instrument is very easy to use, with its instruments placed at the bottom of the kontakt

window, with the first instrument shown on the tab bar. the performance window is very clean and easy to
see what youre playing, and there are some really useful controls that allow you to adjust the instruments

to your liking. 5ec8ef588b
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